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A B S T R A C T   

This paper is concerned with understanding the role of specific energy in micro-grinding of conventional and 
additively manufactured Ti6Al4V. The effects of grinding and dressing parameters, cooling-lubrication condi-
tions, and the directions of material build-up are studied. It is demonstrated that the minimum specific energy in 
single grain tests is independent of the material-fabrication method. The lowest measured specific energy ob-
tained is 11.5 J/mm3 for both workpiece materials. The direction of material build-up influenced the process 
only when grinding with low aggressiveness, where 20% higher specific energy was observed. Similar specific 
energies were obtained for oil-lubricated and dry conditions, indicating that lubrication had minimal effect. The 
effects of the diamond concentration in the wheel and the dressing parameters were also investigated. Compa-
rable specific energies were observed for wheels with C150 and C200 concentrations. The specific energy was 
found being predominantly influenced by dressing. Coarse dressing conditions produced 18% lower specific 
energy and, therefore, a more efficient micro-grinding process.   

1. Introduction 

Ti6Al4V has distinctive properties such as high corrosion resistance, 
strength and ductility [1], making it a suitable choice for a wide range of 
applications such as biomedical, healthcare [2,3], microfluidic [4] and 
aerospace [5]. The machinability of titanium is associated with high 
specific energy, tool wear, poor surface finish, work-hardening, and burr 
formation [6]. However, machining of burr-free micro-features with a 
desireable surface finish is feasible by specially designed tools [7]. The 
machining of high-precision micro-parts from titanium alloys is espe-
cially challenging as it is accompanied by high plastic deformation due 
to the size effect [8,9], high tool deflection, and rapid tool wear [10]. 
Non-mechanical micro-manufacturing processes – such as lithography, 
Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) and Electro Chemical Machining 
(ECM) – are more expensive and time-consuming [11]. Therefore, the 
role of mechanical micro-machining processes is relevant and in focus 
here. Among various mechanical micro-machining processes, 
micro-grinding is considered a promising method for the production of 
high-quality parts where the geometrical (e.g. dimensional) and surface 
accuracies are demanding. Additional technology drivers are capabil-
ities to cost-effectively manufacture complex 3D-geometries and 
micro-features. Obtaining tight tolerances through this method is also 

advantageous [12]. However, fundamental investigations into the 
application of micro-grinding are considered essential in order to further 
develop and understand the technology and meet industrial 
requirements. 

The amount of available research in the field of micro-grinding is 
limited, despite recent interest in academia [13]. A novel laser-assisted 
micro-grinding process was developed by Kadivar et al. [14], which 
produced 60% lower grinding forces. The effect of crystallographic 
orientation on micro-grinding forces was studied by Zhao et al. [15]. 
They found out that the influence of the crystallographic orientation can 
be modeled precisely. 

One of the most fundamental criterion for evaluating the machin-
ability (or grindability) of micro-parts is the specific cutting (grinding) 
energy. The specific energy is defined as the energy expended to remove 
a unit volume of material, which is a fundamental parameter that in-
dicates the efficiency of the material-removal process [16]. The required 
energy for material removal can be divided into three parts: rubbing, 
plowing and cutting [16]. An increase in the chip thickness reduces the 
relative proportions of friction and plowing energies and increases the 
proportion of cutting/chip-formation energy. A larger proportion of 
cutting energy leads to a higher process efficiency and is associated with 
an overall lower specific energy. In micro-grinding, a relatively high 
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specific energy is required for material removal compared to 
micro-machining (e.g. micro-milling) because of i) high elastic and 
plastic deformations in chip formation, and ii) high friction between the 
abrasive grains and workpiece because of the larger amount of rubbing 
and plowing. This phenomenon is common for all abrasive processes 
associated with a low chip thickness values [16,17]. Therefore, the 
specific grinding energy is considered as the main grindability param-
eter. Unfortunately, publications providing information on specific 
cutting energies for micro-grinding are almost nonexistent. This is in 
stark contrast to conventional grinding, where numerous publications 
report values for a variety of materials and grinding operations. The only 
known study that reports values of specific energy in micro-grinding was 
by Morgan et al. [18], for grinding tungsten carbide. The authors 
observed that the specific energy at the beginning of the 
wheel-workpiece contact was relatively high and then dropped rapidly 
to an almost constant value of 500 J/mm3. This is much higher than the 
minimum energy of the macro-grinding process as described by Kadivar 
et al. [19] and Badger [20]. They reported minimum specific energies of 
32 and 50 J/mm3 for macro-grinding of tungsten carbide. Guo et al. [21] 
and Kacalak et al. [22] reported minimum values for titanium between 
12 and 15 J/mm3. Kadivar et al. [23] found a correlation between the 
surface integrity of the micro-ground parts and the specific cutting en-
ergy. They also concluded that using a lower cutting speed and higher 
feed rates leads to a better surface integrity at the same level of specific 
energy. 

Another significant aspect of grindability of micro-parts is the 
material-manufacturing method. Additive manufacturing (AM) tech-
niques offer a high degree of flexibility in manufacturing and provide the 
possibility to produce highly complex parts [24]. However, the 
AM-produced parts commonly yield a very high surface roughness. 
Moreover, in most cases AM parts are only at near-net shape and 
achieving tight tolerances is a challenge. Therefore, finishing operations 
are a necessary part of AM post-processing based on their capability to 
produce high-quality and precise functional surfaces. However, the 
machinability and grindability of AM-produced materials (at macro- and 
especially micro-scale) is still largely unknown. For example, Mallipeddi 
et al. showed a large influence on AM contour setting and thermal 
treatment on the machinability of Ti6Al4V [24,25]. Moreover, diverse 
AM processes (e.g. laser-based vs. electron-beam-based powder bed 
fusion) have specific effects on machinability in view of the process (e.g. 
power source, build direction) and the material’s microstructure (grain 
size, micro-constituents). In view of focusing the state-of-the art review 
to machinability in micro-machining, it is fair to conclude that available 
research is very limited and restricted to the micro-milling process. 
Hojati et al. [26] studied the machinability of AM Ti6Al4V produced by 
the Electron Beam Melting (EBM) technique. They found no significant 
changes in the cutting forces for AM and conventional titanium at chip 
thicknesses ranging from 7.4 to 37.3 μm. However, better surface 
roughnesses were generated using EBM parts compared to the conven-
tionally manufactured titanium. The machinability of Selective Laser 
Melting (SLM) parts compared to the cast Ti-alloy parts was examined 
by Le Coz et al. [27]. They showed that the cutting forces of SLM 
Ti6Al4V parts are higher than those of conventional parts, while the 
same chip morphology and almost the same surface quality were ach-
ieved for both materials. In contrast to other work, lower cutting forces 
were measured in micro-milling of Laser Engineering Net Shaping 
(LENS) titanium compared to conventional parts [28]. Thus, from the 
literature, it cannot be stated that the (micro-) machinability of the AM 
parts is necessarily different compared to conventional parts. 

Based on the above, it is crucial to investigate the fundamental as-
pects of grindability (machinability) for materials produced by distinct 
manufacturing methods. This study is concerned with the investigation 
of the grindability of EBM and conventional (wrought) Ti6Al4V from the 
perspective of specific energy and surface quality. To gain a fundamental 
understanding of the chip-formation process, the micro-grinding tests 
are complemented with single-grain tests for both AM and conventional 

workpiece materials. The effects of cutting speed, the ratio of feed rate to 
depth of cut, dressing parameters, and grinding wheel concentration on 
grindability were investigated. The major indicator of grindability is the 
experimentally obtained curve of specific cutting energy vs. aggres-
siveness number. Moreover, to cover the widest possible application 
range, the experimental work further covered testing conditions over i) a 
wide span of grinding and dressing parameters, ii) two distinct grinding- 
wheel concentrations, and iii) different lubrication conditions (dry vs. 
straight-oil flood lubrication). 

2. Materials investigated 

Ti6Al4V grades produced by electron-beam melting (EBM) and 
conventional methods were chosen as the workpiece material. The 
conventional (wrought) material samples had the dimensions 30 × 20 ×
10 mm. The AM samples had the dimensions of 30 × 20 × 4 mm in two 
different build directions: 1) build direction parallel to the workpiece 
length of 30 mm (AM BD 30); and 2) build direction parallel to the 
workpiece width of 20 mm (AM BD 20). The chemical composition of 
the material is listed in Table 1. 

The samples were polished and etched for approximately 30 s using 
Kroll’s reagent etchant (1–3 ml HF, 2–6 ml HNO3, 100 ml DI water). The 
microstructure of the samples was investigated using an optical micro-
scope. The microstructure of the AM material, shown in Fig. 1, reveals a 
thin acicular fine α-phase located perpendicular to each other 
(martensitic structure); however, the conventional part consisted of 
elongated alpha with intergranular beta, β. This highlights that the 
microstructure is highly dependent on the manufacturing method as a 
result of different cooling rates. After polishing and etching, the Vickers 
HV0.1 microhardness was measured The results were: for AM BD20, 
HV0.1 = 352±12; for AM BD 30 HV0.1 = 345±10. The conventional 
part has a microhardness of 340 HV±5. Based on these measurements, 
we can conclude that all material samples have almost the same Vickers 
hardness. 

3. Experimental work 

Two experimental setups were used for the micro-grinding and 
single-grain scratch tests. The micro-grinding tests utilized a KERN 
Pyramid Nano, high-precision, 5-axis, micro-machining center (Fig. 2a). 
Grinding and dressing parameters (Table 2) encompassed different 
cutting speeds (vc), feed-rate-to-depth-of-cut ratios (vw/ae), dressing feed 
rates (vftd), and dressing speed ratios (qd). The grinding tests employed 
the same aggressiveness. Prior to each test, the grinding wheel was 
dressed using a rotary dresser, i.e. a diamond form roller (Fig. 2b). The 
grinding wheel used was a vitrified diamond pin with a diameter of 2 
mm, grain-size of 45 mm, at two different concentrations (C150 and 
C200). The grinding process was a peripheral, up-grinding operation 
with a width of 20 mm (Fig. 2c). Micro-grinding was performed using 
grinding oil as a lubricant. 

The single-grain tests were performed on a Müga CNC milling ma-
chine (Fig. 2d). The experiments were carried out under dry and flood 
conditions (grinding oil). A fixed feed rate of 5000 mm/min was used to 
avoid overlapping of the scratches. A diamond grain with a pre-defined 
conical form with a tip diameter of 100 μm and a conical angle of 120◦

was used. The tool was mounted in a metal disk with a diameter of 150 
mm. Prior to the tests, each material was polished to achieve a surface 
roughness of Ra ≈ 2 μm. Both micro-grinding and single-grain forces 
were measured using a Kistler dynamometer (type 9256C2). 

After completing the single-scratch experiments with different depth 

Table 1 
Chemical composition (wt%).  

Al V C Fe O N H Ti 

6 4 0.03 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.003 Balance  
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of cuts, the scratches were measured using a confocal microscope (μsurf) 
with a 100 × 0.8 optical lens (i.e. 100× magnification at a distance of 
0.8 mm). An exemplary scratch is illustrated in Fig. 3a. The polished 
surface of the workpiece sample was set as the zero plain and the image 
was divided into two sections. One section was used for measuring the 
pile-up volume (Fig. 3b) and the other section for measuring the volume 

of the removed material (Fig. 3c). 

Fig. 1. The microstructure of a) conventional, b) AM BD 30, and c) AM BD 20 Ti6Al4V.  

Fig. 2. a). Experimental setup of the micro-grinding process, b) dressing unit and kinematic, c) schematic of a peripheral micro-grinding, d) experimental setup for 
single grain tests. 
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4. Results and discussions 

4.1. Single-grain scratching results 

The single grain test was first carried out to experimentally deter-
mine the minimum specific energy required for cutting of titanium alloy 
and to fundamentally explain the results of a micro-grinding process. 
The evaluation of single-grain scratching and the explanation of the 
changes in specific cutting energy as an evaluation of the process effi-
ciency requires the measurement the ratio of the volume of material 
removed to the volume of material piled-up. For this, the chipping ratio 
fab is used: 

fab =
Vs − Vp

Vs
(1)  

where Vs and Vp are the volumes of the removed material (groove) and 
pile-up, respectively. The maximum value for the chipping ratio fab = 1 
indicates no material pile-up in the absence of plastic deformation, i.e., 
ideal cutting. When fab = 0, no cutting occurs, and plastic deformation is 
the only mechanism leading to the piling-up of material. The efficiency 
of the chip formation process can be measured by the specific energy 
dissipated for scratching. Using the volume of removed material and 
tangential forces, the specific cutting energy for the single grain test can 
be calculated using the following equation: 

uc =
vc⋅

∫
Ftdt

Vs
(2)  

where vc indicates the cutting speed and Ft is the tangential force. In 
single-grain scratching, the maximum depth of cut is equivalent to the 
chip thickness. 

4.1.1. Material effects 
Fig. 4 shows the results of the specific cutting energy and chipping 

ratio for the conventional and AM-produced titanium. As expected, the 
required specific energy for material removal was reduced by increasing 
the chip thickness for all materials. The minimum specific cutting energy 
of ~11.5 J/mm3 was achieved for the titanium alloy regardless of the 
material-manufacturing method. The consumed energy for plastic 
deformation in the form of side plowing is larger than the energy 
required for the chip formation. As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the values of 
the chipping ratio vary with chip thickness. The chipping ratio increases 
with the chip thickness, leading to a more efficient chip formation and 
lower specific energy (as shown in Fig. 4a). The obtained chipping ratio 
for conventional parts is lower than those for the AM parts at chip 
thicknesses less than 5 μm. This is because of the different microstruc-
tures. Almost the same result for the chipping ratio was observed for 
both AM parts. As a result, the cutting of AM material is more efficient at 
lower chip thicknesses because of lower plastic and elastic deformation 
during the process. When cutting conventional material, the lower 
chipping ratio at low chip thicknesses resulted in a higher specific en-
ergy, where the share of plastic and elastic deformation is considerably 
larger compared to the share of cutting. For both additively- 
manufactured materials (AM BD 20 and AM BD 30), nearly the same 
specific energies were observed due to similar chipping ratio and 
hardness. In many cases, the AM-parts need to be fine finished. Examples 
of fine finishing of AM materials include super-finishing and fine 
grinding, which are performed at low chip thicknesses [17]. However, 
when larger chip thicknesses (larger than 5 μm) are used, the chipping 
ratio for the conventional part is slightly higher than for AM parts. This 
may be caused by the different material microstructures (Fig. 1). Inter-
estingly, chip thicknesses higher than 5 μm resulted in higher chipping 
ratios for the conventional parts compared to the AM parts, where 
almost the same specific energies for all kind of materials were achieved. 
A higher chipping ratio generally means a more efficient process and 
lower specific energies. But at this point (chip thickness of 5 μm), the 
specific energy for all materials achieves its minimum value, which 
needs further investigation. 

Malkin [14] and Shaw [16,29] pointed out that the minimum spe-
cific energy for the chip formation is associated with the melting specific 
energy of the material. The minimum specific cutting energy (11.5 
J/mm3) corresponds to the condition in which the friction and plastic 
deformation are minimal. The specific enthalpy of Ti6Al4V at different 
temperatures was already investigated by Boivineau et al. [30]. The 
specific melting energy of the workpiece material at a certain temper-
ature can be determined by the difference of its specific enthalpy at 
room temperature. For the liquid-state, the specific melting energy of 
Ti6Al4V can be defined as: 

Table 2 
Process parameters.  

Parameters Values 

Micro-grinding wheel D45-46-V-150 and - 200 
Workpiece Titanium grade 5 (Ti6Al4V) 
Cutting speed (vc) for micro-grinding 6, 10, and 14 m/s 
Cutting speed (vc) for single grain test 6 m/s 
Feed rate to depth of cut ratio (vw/ae) 5, 8, and 11 (x104 mm/mm.min) 
Axial depth of cut (ap) 3.5 mm 
Coolant for micro-grinding Grinding oil 
Coolant for single grain test Dry, grinding oil 
Dressing feed rate (vftd) 50 and 300 mm/min 
Dressing speed ratio (qd) − 0.4 and 0.8 
Dressing depth of cut (aed) 3 × 2 μm  

Fig. 3. a) Confocal image of the whole scratch, b) a section from zero plain to calculate the pile-up volume, and c) a section from zero plain to calculate the volume of 
removed material. 
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Uliquidius = Hliquid - Hroom = 5.74 J/mm3                                              (3) 

The melting specific energy resembles the liquid state of Ti6Al4V for 
which the melting process is completed because the density of liquid 
titanium is much lower than in the solid-state. For the solid-state, the 
specific melting energy of the work material can be defined as:  

Usoli = Hsoli - Hroom = 4.51 J/mm3                                                     (4) 

where Hroom is the enthalpy of Ti6Al4V at room temperature and Hliquid 
and Hsoli are the enthalpies of Ti6Al4V at liquidus and solidus temper-
atures, respectively. Uliquidus and Usoli denote the specific liquidus and 
solidus energies, respectively. Daneshi [31] modeled the time required 
for chip formation via each abrasive grain in grinding of nickel alloys. 
He pointed out that the time required for chip formation is much smaller 
than the time required for transformation from solidus to liquidus state. 
He mentioned that the minimum specific grinding energy can be limited 
to the specific solidus energy of each specific material. However, this 
minimum energy is approximately 35% higher than the specific solidus 
energy because of the friction between the abrasive grain and generated 
chip. The minimum specific cutting energy (11.5 J/mm3) is much higher 
than the specific energy required for melting in both solidus and ho-
mologous states. Thus, this difference may be a result of high friction 
between the diamond cutting tool, the chips and the workpiece, as well 
as higher plowing or plastic deformation in the cutting process. More-
over, the tool has a defined geometry, i.e. a conical form with a rela-
tively high negative angle (120◦) and an ideal sphere tip radius of 100 

μm without a sharp cutting. This would cause higher friction. However, 
in the actual grinding process, the individual cutting tools are much 
sharper. 

4.1.2. Cooling-lubrication effects 
The single-grain tests were carried out under dry and wet (oil as a 

lubricant) cooling-lubrication conditions. The results are illustrated in 
Fig. 5. Nearly the same chipping ratios were observed in all conditions. 
Moreover, the same specific energy was measured under dry scratching 
and when utilizing oil as a lubricant. Using oil as a lubricant decreases 
the friction between the tool and the workpiece and has a cooling effect 
during chip formation. However, it causes a higher plastic deformation. 
The single scratch tool, made of diamond, has a large negative rake 
angle. During cutting under dry conditions, the material experiences 
high friction between the tool and the workpiece in front of the tool – 
generating high temperatures. This high temperature may cause mate-
rial softening. Additionally, because of the high friction between the tool 
and the workpiece, work hardening may occur. These combined effects 
lead to the same specific energy and almost the same chipping ratio as in 
the cutting process. 

4.2. Micro-grinding results 

Specific energy is a critical indicator of the grinding efficiency. Many 
factors – such as workpiece and grinding-wheel material, grinding and 
dressing parameters and wheel wear – influence the specific energy. The 
specific energy in grinding can be calculated as [16]: 

Fig. 4. The effect of the manufacturing process and chip thickness on a) the specific scratch energy and b) chipping ratio.  

Fig. 5. The effect of lubrication method and chip thickness on a) the specific scratch energy and b) chipping ratio for the AM titanium BD 20.  
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ec =
Ft vc

Qw
(5)  

where vc is the wheel velocity, Ft is the tangential grinding force, and Qw 
is the volumetric material removal rate. 

The topography of the grinding wheel has random properties which 
make calculation of the chip thickness difficult. Therefore, the use of an 
alternative parameter to chip thickness can be useful to obtain a 
fundamental insight into the process from the perspective of geometry 
and kinematics. Drazumeric et al. [32] introduced a novel unifying 
modeling framework featuring the aggressiveness number, which can be 
directly related to the process outputs such the specific energy. In this 
study, the results of specific micro-grinding energy were compared 
under different conditions at the same grinding aggressiveness, calcu-
lated as [33]: 

Aggr.= 1, 000, 000
vw

vc

̅̅̅̅̅
ae

ds

√

(6)  

where ds is the effective diameter of the grinding wheel. 

4.2.1. The effect of micro-grinding parameters 
The ratio vw/ae is a valuable process-control parameter since the 

effect of both feed rate and depth of cut on the process outputs can be 
examined at the same time. The results of specific energy at different 
cutting speeds and feed-rate-to-depth-of-cut ratios were studied in our 
previous work [23]. According to the results, varying the cutting speed 
resulted in almost the same values of specific cutting energy with the 
same chip thicknesses (or same Aggr). The cutting-speed variation can 
change the share of friction and plastic deformation in the cutting pro-
cess. This is due to different strain rates at different cutting speeds 
and/or the influence of the chip thickness, which can be observed using 
the specific energy values. According to the results presented in 
Ref. [23], changing the strain rate as a result of cutting speed does not 
change the flow stress of the Ti6Al4V. Thus, the cutting speeds used in 
this study can be counted as low and the flow stress follows the theory of 
the strain gradient plasticity. To have a better understanding of the 
process, the topography of the ground surface was assessed with help of 
the SEM images shown in Fig. 6. They show the effect of cutting speed at 
almost the same aggressiveness number, 21, and vw/ae ratio, 8 ×
104mm/mm.min. To achieve almost the same aggressiveness at different 

cutting speeds, the feed rate and the depth of cut were increased in order 
to keep the vw/ae ratio constant. For example, at the cutting speed of 10 
m/s, a vw of 300 mm/min and an ae of 3.8 μm resulted in and Aggr. of 21. 
To have almost the same Aggr. (19.5) at the cutting speed of 14 m/s, a vw 
of 355 mm/min and an ae of 4.4 μm were used. 

A better surface quality with fewer surface defects was achieved at a 
cutting speed of 6 m/s (Fig. 6a). Increasing the cutting speed deterio-
rated the quality of the workpiece surface, where the chip thickness is 
almost the same [34]. Higher cutting speeds led to smeared material and 
cavities on the ground surface as a result of higher plastic deformation 
and possibly higher grinding temperature (Fig. 6b), despite almost the 
same grinding aggressiveness. More smeared material, larger cavities 
and some material debris can be seen when the cutting speed is 14 m/s 
(Fig. 6c) as compared to the cutting speeds of 6 m/s and 10 m/s (Fig. 6a 
and b). Therefore, at higher cutting speeds, high plastic deformation and 
higher temperatures are generated, resulting in material softening. 
However, it is important to note that the values of specific energy are 
identical for all cutting speeds. These results suggest that both material 
softening and strain hardening play a role in the cutting mechanism at 
the given cutting speeds. 

Perhaps of more practical interest is the observation that the same 
specific energy was measured for all vw/ae ratios [23]. Increasing the 
vw/ae ratio increases the value of chip thickness slightly while the 
aggressiveness number is nearly constant [23,31,34]. However the 
changes are very small. For a better understanding of the effect of the 
vw/ae ratio, the topography of the finished surface was analyzed using 
SEM. The results are presented in Fig. 7. More smeared material was 
observed on the ground surface at lower vw/ae ratios, i.e. a lower surface 
quality is achieved during the cutting process when using a lower feed 
rate and a higher depth of cut. Hence, for increasing the material 
removal rate, it is recommended to use higher feed rates instead of 
higher depths of cut. 

4.2.2. The effect of dressing parameters 
In our previous work [35], the effect of dressing parameters on 

surface quality and grinding forces was investigated. Dressing parame-
ters such as the dressing speed ratio, qd, and the dressing overlap ratio, 
Ud, have a great influence on both surface quality and forces. However, 
the effects of dressing parameters on the specific energy and process 
efficiency are still largely unknown for micro grinding. The dressing 

Fig. 6. Topography of the ground surface at (a) vc = 6 m/s; (b) vc = 10 m/s; (c) vc = 14 m/s (vw/ae = 8 × 104 mm/mm.min and Aggr ≈ 21).  
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overlap ratio and speed ratio can be expressed as: 

Ud ⋅ = ⋅
ns⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
8⋅rpd⋅aed

)√

vftd
(7)  

qd ⋅ = ⋅
vcd

vc
(8)  

where aed is the dressing depth of cut, rpd is the radius of the dressing roll, 
vftd is the axial dressing feed rate, ns is the rotational frequency of the 
micro-grinding wheel, and vcd is the circumferential speed of the dres-
sing roll. 

The effect of the dressing method (up-dressing (qd < 0) and down- 
dressing (qd > 0)) as well as the dressing overlap ratios was investi-
gated. In micro-dressing, achieving typical Ud values requires a very 
high rotational frequency of the grinding wheel since the diameter of the 
wheel is very small (i.e. 2 mm). Therefore, the dressing feed rate, vftd, is 
used in this study instead of Ud. The use of down-dressing and higher 
dressing feed rates resulted in lower specific energies. A rougher surface 
micro-topography and sharper cutting edges can be obtained by the 
down dressing method and a higher feed rate [35]. Rougher 
micro-topography and sharper cutting edges contribute to lower rubbing 
and elastic deformation in cutting, resulting in a more efficient process 
and, therefore, lower specific energies. Using the up-dressing method 
and higher overlap ratios (lower dressing feed rates) leads to a finer 
micro-topography of the micro-grinding wheel surface and, therefore, 
results in higher cutting forces [35]. A finer micro-topography increases 
the share of elastic and plastic deformation in the chip formation process 
and consequently causes higher specific energies, as shown in Fig. 8. 

4.2.3. The effect of material microstructure 
Fig. 9 shows specific-energy measurements for three different 

Ti6Al4V materials (conventional, AM BD 20, and AM BD 30) for two 
different wheel concentrations (150C in Figs. 9a and 200C in Fig. 9b). 

Increasing the grinding aggressiveness resulted in lower specific en-
ergies, which were also observed in the single-grain scratch tests by 
increasing the chip thickness (Fig. 4). Higher aggressiveness values 
cause less rubbing and less plastic deformation in chip formation – and 
consequently a more efficient grinding process. With an increase in the 
aggressiveness number, a minimum specific grinding energy of 79 J/ 
mm3 was achieved, which is much higher than the minimum specific 
energy in the single-grain scratch tests (11.5 J/mm3). This is because of 
the size effect in the micro-grinding process. Achieving the minimum 
specific grinding energy is only possible at aggressive process conditions 
that minimize plowing and rubbing. In the micro-grinding process, 
which features a small wheel diameter and high tool deflection, 
obtaining high aggressiveness values is not feasible due to limitations in 

Fig. 7. SEM images of the ground surface at (a) vw/ae = 5 × 104 mm/mm.min; (b) vw/ae = 11 × 104mm/min.min (vc = 10 m/s and Aggr. ≈ 21).  

Fig. 8. The effect of dressing parameters on the micro-grinding specific energy.  
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the achievable depth of cuts and feed rates. 
In contrast to the single-grain scratch tests, where the AM materials 

generated lower specific energies compared to conventional titanium, 
the specific cutting energy in AM parts was either equal (for titanium 
build parallel to the workpiece width of 20 mm) or higher (for titanium 
build parallel to the workpiece length of 30 mm, and only for small 
aggressiveness numbers) in micro-grinding. At higher aggressiveness 
values, almost the same values of specific micro-grinding energy were 
obtained for all samples. The same can be observed for the 200-concen-
tration wheel (Fig. 9b). To check the validity of the results for non- 
aggressive grinding conditions (i.e. low aggressiveness), additional 
tests were done. The results are presented in Fig. 9c. The results confirm 
that at low aggressiveness values, the highest specific energy in the 
micro-grinding process was generated in the case of AM BD 30. 

The differences between the specific energies in the single grain 
scratch test and in micro-grinding can be explained by the chipping ratio 
in the single-grain scratch test. Contrary to micro-milling, the chip 
thickness in the micro-grinding process is normally very low (typically 
lower than 2 μm) [23]. Therefore, to examine the material-removal 
mechanism, small chip thicknesses in the single grain scratch test 
must be considered. According to the results in Fig. 4, at chip thicknesses 
lower than 5 μm the AM parts produced lower pile-up material 
compared to the conventional part – independent of the build direction. 
In this range, the specific energies of AM parts are also lower because of 
the lower share of plastic deformation in the single-grain scratch tests. In 
the single-grain scratch tests, only a single abrasive grain participates in 
the cutting process in a single cutting path. In the micro-grinding pro-
cess, however, the grinding wheel consists of several abrasive grains (for 
example 20 static abrasive grains in 10 μm depth of the tool) which are 

stochastically distributed over the surface of the grinding wheel. Hence, 
several abrasive grains are contributing to the cutting process 
simultaneously. 

As with the single-grain scratch test, a slot remains after each grain- 
workpiece engagement. The 3D space includes a groove and material 
pile-up left along the cutting path (Fig. 10b). The subsequent abrasive 
grain then engages with the work material. The new grain, depending on 
its protrusion height and position with respect to the first grain, either 
cuts another slot along its moving path or moves between the slots cut by 
the former grains. If the grain comes into contact with the workpiece, it 
will not only cut the workpiece surface but also remove the pile-up 
material remaining from the previous pass (visualized in red in 
Fig. 10c). The higher the volume of piled-up material, the higher will be 
the volume of material removed by successive grains. This results in a 
larger instantaneous chip thickness for each abrasive grain under the 
same cutting conditions. 

Varying the chip thickness changes the share of the rubbing, plowing 
and cutting in chip formation. Since the chipping ratios for the con-
ventional part are smaller than the chipping ratios for the AM parts (at 
chip thicknesses values lower than 5 μm, in Fig. 4b), each single abrasive 
grain removes relatively more material (i.e., there is more pile-up ma-
terial at the same chip thicknesses), which means a higher share of 
cutting and a lower share of plastic and elastic deformation. The micro- 
grinding of conventional parts benefits in this respect. However, it could 
result in a higher share of plastic deformation in the micro-grinding of 
AM parts. Therefore, the specific micro-grinding energies are almost of 
the same order as the conventional parts. Another reason may be asso-
ciated with strain hardening. Dmitriev et al. [36] studied the effect of 
material crystallographic orientation on strain hardening of pure 

Fig. 9. The effect of the manufacturing process on the specific energy: a) for the 150-concentration wheel, b) for the 200-concentration wheel, and c) the 150-con-
centration wheel in detail. 
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titanium in scratch tests. They showed that, depending on the crystal-
lographic orientation, the strain hardening after scratching can happen 
either on the base material or the pile-up. It was also reported that when 
the indenter (here in micro-grinding the abrasive grains) moves along 
the easy-slide directions (the easy-to-cut crystallographic orientations), 
the strain hardening happens in the base material rather than in the 
pile-up. Moreover, when the indenter movement differs from easy glide 
directions, then the strain hardening happens in the pile-up materials. 

Fig. 11 shows the microstructure of the grove section after single- 
grain scratch tests for different materials. Since the AM-produced ma-
terials have an acicular microstructure, while the conventional materials 
consist of elongated alpha with intergranular beta, the orientation of the 
grains in piled-up material for the AM parts could be different than in a 
conventional part. These orientations may reveal the strain hardening 
on the pile-up material of AM parts. The pile-up material, which is much 
harder than the base material in the case of AM because of the strain 
hardening, will be removed via successive grains in the micro-grinding 
process, resulting in higher specific energies. However, a larger 
affected depth (more compressed grains) can be observed on the base 
material under the grove in the case of the conventional material, 
resulting in material hardening in the finished surface. 

The topography of the ground surface for the three materials was 
analyzed and the results are displayed in Fig. 12. Almost the same sur-
face topography was achieved using the same grinding parameters, 
regardless of the material-manufacturing method. The surface param-
eter, Sa, and roughness parameters, Ra and Rz, are all nearly of the same 
order. In all cases, some material debris can also be seen on the ground 
surface. 

The effect of wheel concentration (amount of abrasive contained in 
the wheel) on the specific micro-grinding energies is shown in Fig. 13. 
Interestingly, changing the wheel concentration resulted in almost the 
same specific energies for the cutting speeds of 10 and 14 m/s. 

According to the discussion above, the specific energy is highly depen-
dent on the chip thickness and topography of the micro-grinding wheel 
(Fig. 8). Therefore, to find an explanation for the same specific energies 
observed, the maximum chip thickness has to be analyzed. 

It is worth to mention that the aggressiveness number does not 
capture the effect of wheel micro-topography on cutting forces, specific 
cutting energy and surface roughness. Hence, to compare the grinding 
results where the grinding wheel specification and dressing parameters 
are not the same, the chip thickness is a more appropriate parameter. 
The chip thickness changes with varying the grinding parameters (i.e. 
the feed rate, vw, cutting speed, vc, depth of cut, ae, equivalent diameter 
of the grinding wheel, ds) and wheel topography (i.e. cutting-point 
density, C, and the chip-shape factor, r) as described in equation (9). 
Since the geometry and kinematics of the process are the same (i.e. same 
aggressiveness number), the chip thickness is changing with the micro- 
topography of the grinding wheel. 

hm =

[
6

C⋅r

(
vw

vc

)(
ae

ds

)1/2]1/2

(9) 

The higher the concentration, the higher the number of dynamic 
grains participating in the chip formation, resulting in higher C and 
lower chip thickness. Since the wheel was dressed with the same dres-
sing parameters, we assume similar shape of the grains, hence the r 
factor should be approximately identical for both micro-grinding 
wheels. Decreasing the chip thickness causes a larger share of elastic 
and plastic deformation in the grinding process. Hence, increasing the 
wheel concentration at the same aggressiveness number should theo-
retically increase the values of specific energy. Both micro-grinding 
wheels were analyzed using a confocal microscope after micro- 
grinding within Aggr. of nearly 50 (see Fig. 14). For the 200-concentra-
tion wheel, a number of the abrasive grains were pulled-out after just 
one grinding pass. The pulled-out grains caused a reduction in the static 
and, consequently, dynamic grain density. Hence, the values of specific 
energy are of the same order. 

This can be also observed in Fig. 15 where similar surface rough-
nesses were observed for both grinding wheels. A larger number of dy-
namic grains normally improves the quality of the finished surface. The 
reason is related to the lower chip thickness from the higher concen-
tration. It can also be concluded that the number of active grains is 
almost equal for both wheels since the values of the surface roughness 
are approximately identical for both wheels. The higher grain pull-out in 
the wheel with higher concentration may be attributed to accumulated 
grains in a certain area of the grinding wheel. A higher number of grains 
causes lower cutting force acting on each abrasive grain. However, it 
also increases the risk of chip loading since the wheel has lower porosity. 
The loaded chip and accumulated grains may lead to stress concentra-
tion on a specific area and eventually grain pull-outs. 

5. Conclusions 

The grindability of conventional and AM-produced Ti6Al4V in 
micro-grinding was investigated, with the following conclusions: 

Fig. 10. Schematic of cutting path section a) material/blank prior to the grinding, b) after the first cut, and c) removed material by the following grain.  

Fig. 11. Microstructure of the grove section by the single grain scratch test for 
a) conventional Ti6Al4V, b) AM BD 30 Ti6Al4V, and c) AM BD 20 Ti6Al4V (vc 
= 6 m/s). 
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• The same minimum specific energy of 11.5 J/mm3 was obtained in 
the single-grain scratch for both workpiece materials (conventional 
and AM-produced) owing to their same hardness. Cutting of AM 
material was more efficient (by approximately 40%) compared to 

conventional material at chip thicknesses lower than 5 μm. This was 
due to approximately 50% higher chipping ratios and lower specific 
energies. 

Fig. 12. Surface topography of the workpiece after micro-grinding process for a) conventional part, b) AM BD 20, and c) AM BD 30 (vc = 10 m/s, ae = 10 μm, vw =

800 mm/min, and Aggr. ≈ 100). 

Fig. 13. The effect of wheel concentration on the specific energy a) vc = 10 m/s, and b) vc = 14 m/s.  

Fig. 14. The micro-topography of the wheel with a) concentration of 150 and b) concentration of 200 after grinding process with vc = 10 m/s, ae = 6 μm, vw = 480 
mm/min, and Aggr. ≈ 44. 
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• In micro-grinding, the build direction of the AM parts had a signifi-
cant influence on the specific energy at low aggressiveness (20% 
higher specific energy in case of AM BD30 compared to 
conventionally-produced part), which is contrary to the observations 
in the single-grain test where the AM parts generated 40% lower 
specific energies. However, at higher aggressiveness values, almost 
the same specific energy was obtained for all materials.  

• Higher cutting speeds resulted in larger plastic deformation, causing 
more smeared material and cavities as well as metal debris on the 
ground surface. High-quality surfaces (without defects) were only 
achieved at a low cutting speed of 6 m/s.  

• Grinding with a sharp wheel (achieved by up-dressing using high 
dressing feed rates) gave 18% lower specific energies. The wheel 
concentration did not affect the obtained specific energies.  

• To increase the material removal rate, it is recommended to use 
higher feed rates rather than larger depths of cut. Using larger depths 
of cut results in a worse surface quality, even with a similar specific 
energy. 
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